October 16, 1981

TO: ALL MANAGERS
FROM: TECHNICAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT
RE: SPACE FURY RECALL/MODIFICATION

We have been informed that there is a problem with the new monitor modification.

R635 and R735 have been changed from 1.5 ohm 10W to 3 ohm 10W. The way they did this was to add a resistor in series with the original.

Unfortunately, Gremlin has used the same approach we have come to know and expect from them.

Instead of piggy-backing the resistors they mounted them in a inverted "v" configuration.

Because of this, one lead of the resistor can easily break, especially during the rough handling received during shipment.

If you receive a replacement monitor, please check these resistors for broken leads before powering up the game.

We would like to extend our thanks to Walter "Butch" Spivey for telling us about this problem.

Thank you,

Jim Welter
Technical Service Manager
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